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PREFACE '1'0 SAMSON AGQNISTES
Of that sort of Dramatic Poem which is call'd Tragedy.
'I'r-agedv , as it\l'Jasarrti ent.Ly compos 10., hath been ever
held the gravest, moralest, and most profitable of all other
Poems: t:':1eref'oresaid by Aristotle to be of power by raising
pity and fear, or terror, to purge the mind of those and such
like pa asLons, that is to temper and reduce them to just measure
",Jitha kind of delight, st Lr-r+d up by reading or seeing those
passions we Ll. imitated.. Nor is Nature wanting in her own effects
to mak e good. hie, as sert ion: for so in Physic things of melancholic
hue and quality are us Id against melancholy, S01rJragainst sowr ,
salt to remove salt humours. Hence Philosophers a.nd other gravest
Writers, as Cicero, Plutarch and others, frequently cite out of
Tragic Poets, both to adorn and illustrate thir dLscour-ae, The
Apostle Paul himself thought it not unwortby to insert a verse
of Euripides into the Text of Holy Scripture, I Cor. 15. 33. and
Par-eue commenting on the Reve Lat Lon , divides the who Le Book as
a Tr'Etgedy,into Acts dist inguisht each by a Chorus of Heav en'Ly
Harpings and Song between. Heretofore Men in highest dignity
hav e Labour I (1 not a little to be thought able to compose a
Tragedy. Of that honour Dionysius the elder was no les8 ambitious,
then before of his attaining to the TyrannYe Augustus Caesar
2lso had begun his Ajax, but unable to please his own judgment
liJith wna't he had begun, left it unflnisht e Seneca the Philosopher
is by some thought the Author' of those TrEgedies (at lest the
best of them) that go under that name. Gregory Naz Lanzen a
Father of the Church, thought it not unbeseeming the sanctity
of his person to write a Tragedy, which he entitl1d, Christ
Suffering.. This is mention 10. to vindicate 'l'ragecJ.yfrom the
small esteelfl,or rather infamy, which in the account of many
it undergoes at this day v'Jithother common Lnt erLude s; hap'ning
through the Poets error of intermixing Comic stuff w Lt.h'l'ragic
sadness and gravity; or introducing trivial and vulgar persons,
wh tcn by 8.11 jU(licious hath bin counted absurd; and brought in
';'11thouto.i8cretlon, corruptly to gratifie the people. And
though antient Tragedy use no Prologue, yet using sometimes,
in case of self-defence, or exp1ane..tion,that which Martial
calls an Epistle; in behalf of this Tragedy coming forth after
the antient manner, much different from what among us passes
for best, thus much before-hand may be Epistl1d; that Chorus
is here introcluc Ic.. after the Greek manner, not ant ient only
but modern, and still in use among the Italians. In the
modelling therefore of this Poem, with good reason, the Antients
and. Italians are rather follow1d, as of much more authority
and fame~ The measure of VerSB usld in the Chorus is of all
sorts, call1d by the Greek.s Monostrophic, or rather Apolely-
iv
menon, without regard had to Strophe, Antistrophe or Epod ,
whLch wer-e a kind of Stanza IS fram I d only for the HU810, then
u s Id with the Chorus that sung; not essential to the Poem, and
therefore not material; or being divided into stanza's or
Pauses) they may be call1d Alloeostropha. Division into Act
arid Scene referring chiefly to the Stage (to which this work
never was intended) is here omitted~
It suffices if the whole Drama be found not prod.uc It
beyond the fift Act, of the style and unlformitie, and that
commonly call' d the Plot, whether intricate or explicit, whLch
is nothing indeed but such oeconomy, or disposition of the
fable as may stand best with verisimilitude and decorum; they
only vIill be st jucLge who are not unacquaint eo. vJith Aeschu Lus ,
Sophoclel:i, and Euripides, the three TragiC Poets une qua'l Lt d
yet by any, and the best rule to all who endeavour- to write
rrragec1Ye r.J:1hec ircumscript ion of time wherein the whol,e Drama
begins and ends, is according to antient rule, and best example,
within the space of 24 hours.
v
CHAPTERI
The vast body of Milton scholarship is rich in studies
of S,amsonAgonist~.§.. Almost every imaginable facet of the work
has received careful consideration: its biographical signifi-
canc e , its historical backgrounds, its link to a·reek tragedy,
its Hebraic source and inspiration, its structure, language,
and verse t'or-ms, Throughout the critical examinations of the
play, references are frequent to Aristotle's Poetics, particularly
to 1,l1ltonl s interpretation of the Aristotelian katharsis and to
the quantitative parts of t r-agedy as applieo- to Samson Agonistese
The emphasis has been upon l·Ulton i 8 inctebtectness to Greek tragedy,
nowever , rather t.nan upon his ctebt to the Poetics f> This paper
is concerned, therefore, in bringing together what has been sa.Ld
on the subject bf! Milton1s debt to Aristotle, and in applying
cLirectly to Samson Agonistes Aristotle IS "antient rule II as set
forth in the Poeticse In order to give perspective to such a
study, a brief survey of the major sources of Samson Agonistes
is relevant e Of these the autobiographic3.l element is, perhaps,
the most ctifficult to evaluate and the most moving to cont.emp'l.ate s+
1Amongthe authors who deal with the biographical element
in Samson Aronistes are Macmillan Brovm, j_'he "SamsonAgonistes,lI
of Milton, NewZealand and Lonclon: 1905); James Holly Hanford
A Milton Handbook, (4th ed.; NewYork: Fe s. Crofts and CO.,1946);
DavLd Nasson, 1:[1heLife of John Hilton: Narrated in Connexion with
the Political Ecclesiastical and Literar History of His Time,
Lonclon: Ivlacmillan and. Company, (1859-189 ), VI. Cf. Eleanor
1
2aetwesn 1639 and 1642 when Milton was reading the
historical 9arts of the Bible with the aid of Biblical com-
mentEI,ries and '('TaS mELking a list of possible aub j ec t s for literary
compos i td on , he :probably did not realize nov closely hh'1 life would
resemble At that t:'we his greC:ttes t IrJriting wa.s yet to
be done; his unfortunate marriage to Mary Powell had not occurred;
his blindness was unforeseen; his brilliant 0011t1ca1 activity
and his defeat and irnprisonment wer-e unpr-ophe sLed ; [i,nel the
despair, 111h1oh';Tas to overwhe Lm him D..8 he se:1i>{ 8,11 his hopes and
dreams for England's future vanish with the Restoration, was
1nconceivablee Then Samson was only one aIDong sixty-one
other Sorir)tur1;11 sub j ec t s lUI ton h2l.d lis ted; he was only a
Tl0..n whoae s t or-y ru gh t interest the Ctod-fearing Puritans. Not
then could lJIil ton have vrri tten 1'rit.h such emotion the speech of
the Messenger "('Thorelates the mighty Samson' 8 destruction of the
temple; nor coulcl he then have experienced the delight he let tel'
found in SOJI1S0n' 3 revenge against his enemies. rrwenty-flve
years later, however, after all his bitter experienCES, Milton,
(}ertruc1e Br-own, M:ilton1s Blindness, (NeT"TYork: CoLumb l a University
Press, 19JLI')"
2Accorcling to lVIasson, the :first subject in this list of
Scriptural subjects may have been jotted (I01cTD around 1639-40.
The list was pr-obab'l.y in r.'lilton!~) hand s throughout 16Ll'O , and
perhcl.ps Ln 16LI-12.n<1 161-1-2he wa.s still makLng additions. The
date set for the Ij.sting of Samson is 16L1-1. 0"0. cit., II,
117; VI, 664.
:3
who E88med to be the great Samson seeking vengeance, It/rotehis
He must have selected the subj ect [;\S a means
of gi.ving vent to his own repressed emotions, of addressing.
his countrymen as he c.esLr-ed , and of uttering h i s hidden thoughts
as greatly as he possibly could, still o.efying censorshipo
One can trace Miltonls own life, then, as a source for
his tragedy directly through the lines of Samson. To Leonard
PhilarEt8, Ambassador from the Duke of Parma to the King of
France, Milton had written concerning his blindness:
$ •••• my frequent thought is that, since many days
of darkness, as the Wise Man warns us, are destined
for everyone, my darkness hitherto, by the singular
kindness of God, amid rest and studies, and the voices
and greetings of friends, has been much easier to bear
than that deathly one. But if, as is 1'Jr1tten, l:tvlan
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God, I what should prevent
one from resting likewise i~ the belief that his eye-
sight lies not in his eyes alone, but enough for all
purposes in God's leading and providence? Verily, while
only He looks out for me and provides for me, as He doth,
leading me and leading me forth as vJith His hand through
my Whole life, I shall willingly, since it has seemad
good to Him, have given my eyes their long holiday.
----'------,--_._---------------------
:3Although the date for the composition of Qrun..M.U
Agonistes is unknown , the poem is obviously a post-Restoration
work. The d.a't e is probably between 1666 and 1070. .lQ.i9.., VI, 662.
4Frank Allen Patterson ( ed.), The Student's Milton,
(reve ed.; New York: F. S. Crofts and Co., 1946), 1088.
4These words reveal how willingly Milton had accepted Godls
judgment, how hopeful he still was, and how grateful he was
for Godls guiding hand.. About a year later Milton was still
opt imistic, for he wrote in a sonnet addr-e s aed to Hre Cyriack
Skinner:
Yet I argue not
Against heavns hand or will, nor bate a jot
Of heart or hope; but still bear up and steer
Right omvard.5
His courage was sustained by the knowLedge that he had lost
his eyesight through his diligence in liberty IS derenae , men,
vTith the Restoration, Milton realized that his fight had been
in vain, he must surely have gr-own dejected. This de,jection
j_s reflected in SEunsonAgonistes in lines 66--113, in which
Samson bemoans his 1088 of sight because it deprives him of
the delights of nature, which might have eased his grief ..
Samson, like Milton, was filled with despair not only because
he was blind but oec aue e he vra s blind among his enemies; he was
daily exposed. 8.8 a fool and made an obj ect of contempt and
a.buse , £4ilton, no longer among his friends, must have felt
his blinclness an unendurable burden and must have sensed the
contempt of his enemies. In lines 563-572 Samson expresses
his despondency at being compelled to sit idly by, regarded as
an object of pity. Surely !vlilton must have experienced the
same emotion as he realized that his life as his country!s
servant was at an end. i'lith his "race of glory run, II neither
5Ibid-,., "Sonnet XXII," 36-7.
5!JIilton nor Samson (lines 590-598) seemed to have anything to
await but an obscure old age and death. Through these lines
it is easy to see why Samson "(vasthe perfect work for Milton
to attempt &t this period of his life.
The whole idea of Samson Agoniste~ may be thought of
as representing Milton's antagonism to the Re8toration~ Both
Hil ton arid Samson wer-e blind and living among the ir enemies e
}IIilt;on among the Londoners during the reign of Charles II was
like Samson among the Philistines, who represent the partisans
of the Restoration. Perhaps Hilton even dreamed of pulling
down the pillars on the heads of his enemies and bettering
England. Lines 667-702 give a distinct picture of the
Restoration and its effect on Milton's fortunes. When Samson
deplores Heaven1s desertion and prays for a speedy death, the
Chorus, invoking God, asks why He exalts man one moment and
casts him down the next. 'W'nydoes God elect man to perform a
great work for His glory and the people 1_8 good and then in the
midst of his success degrade him? irny does God subject a man,
once the instrument of His will, to obscurity, disease, captivity,
and death? Although j'JIilton believed "They also serve who only
stand and wait, II he must have que st ioned why, after his service
for the Commom·Jealth, his cause, the cause of good and right,
should be lost with the evil Restoration.
6Hilton 18 private as we Ll,as his public life is reflected
in .Samson Agonistes. Samson's marriage to Dalila, a member
of an enemy tribe, was like Milton's union with Mary Powell,
whose family wer-e C2,valiers. Perhaps he regarded Mary as
another Dalila, for mos t women wer-e Da.Ld.La s to IvIilton. His
opinion of women is stated in lines 1025-1060, which are al-
most word for word from the Divorce Pamphlets. Milton says
that women were so outwardly adornecl that the ir interior
decoration was left unfinished. According to Milton, women
Lack juclgment and a sense of good and. evil, and their conceit
and inconstancy prevent their loving anything for long. With
marriage, wo man change s from a rose to a thorn and drives her
husband to ruin.. Since virtuous females ar-e f ew , man must
rule his ~·!ifewith a despotic hand.
Lines 1116-1129, in vJhich S2.mson addr-eas es Har-apha,
urging him to arm himself for the fight, show Milton1s desire
for another Salms.sius. Like Samson, he was once again eager
to engage in a hand-to-hand struggle with an opponent; such an
encounter would have restored Milton's confidence in himself,
permitting him to conquer his enemies and to serve his God and
the r-Lght cause once more e When the Restorat ion came, Milton
mysteriously escaped punishment. This event in his life is
suggested in lines l457-1471,which relate Manoa's efforts to
7ransom his son. In lines 1687-1707 Samson1s triumph over the
Philistines may be compared with Hilton's literary trium.ph
achieved by writing Paradise Lost, ParadlseRegained, and
Samson Agonistese
Of the two great traditions stemming from antiquity,
the classical and the Hebraic, the classical is probably more
recl_cLilyexamined, but both are inextricably fused in the form
arid sube t anc e of Samson Agoni12.t.§Ul~.Milton preferred the form
of Greek tragedy to that of Shakespearian tragedy. He SEl.ySin
the pr-erac e that the Greek dramat Ls t s, Aeschylus, 80phoc1e s, and
Euripides, have never been excelled and t nat they furnish the
best rule for those who attempt to write tragedy. In general,
Samson Agonistes follows the practice of these writers. Milton
limited the action to the last day of Samson's life; he preserved
the unities of time and place, aridhe emp'Loyed the chor-us and
the me sseng er-, The purpose of the chorus in Samson Agonh~tes
is to interpret the emotions necessary to the act ion and to
allude to Samson's life in thB ?ast, and the speeches of the
messenger substitute for the scene of the catastrophe which
was avoided by the Greeks, who desired to emphasize the
significance of the action rather t.han the event itself. Other
devices of the Greeks vrhich Milton employed vJere the principle
of hybris, -v/hichis the imagining of oneself Ei.S the equal of
gods; stichomythia, or alternating speeches of a single line
8in length; and irony e He 8,180 used Cluestion- answer di.a.Logue
end alternating episodes and choruses rather than act divisions
he
Ecnd/irJrote:portions of the play in ia.mbic pentameter and lyric
measures, comparable to the variety of measures employed by the
Greeks.
Markecl resemblances exist between the substance of
Samson Agonistes and that of certain Greek tragedies, namely,
the Prometheus, the Oedipus C010neu8, and the Trachiniae. The
profoundly moral and religious nature of Aeschylus, with its
insist ence upon divine 'tvlsdomand justice, upon the purifying
power of Buffering, and upon personal responsibility, as well
8,8 his sub1imi ty of style and irnagination, must hav e moved
Milton profoundly, part icularly as it was revealed in the
Prometheus. Samson, bound and despairing in his prison, has
much of the grandeur of Prometheus, chained and suffering upon
the rock. The Sophoclean emphasis upon tragedy 88 a result of
human character as revealed in the 'I'rachlniELemust surely have
influenced SamsoJ1,Agonistes. 'l'hestrong Elan, Her-aoLes , and. the
strong man, Se,mson, both suffered from their susceptibility to
the char-ms of 'It/omen An even closer re12,tLonshLp exist s be tween
the OedipusColoneus of Sophocles and Samson Agoniste~ in the
actual predicament of the protagonists and in the succession
of events.. Both Oedipus End Samson were blind; both triumphed
9,-
over their enemies, though in different ways.o
As has been said, the Hebraic influence upon Samson
Agonistes is equal in importance to the G-reek, and complementary
to it. The primary source for the plot of lUI ton IS trageo_y is
in the Bible, Judges xiii-xvi; and some authorities argue that
Samson is portrayed as ,a Hebrew, rather than a Greek hero. 7
On nne list of ScripturE'tl subj ect 8 made by Hilton appears
"Sam8on Pu~sophorus, or Hybristes. [i. e. Samson the Fire-
brand-bringer or Violent] , or Samson IJlarrying or Rarnath-Lechi:
Judg .. xv i , 118 Al though filiIton relied on the account found in
6For a fuller discussion of Miltonls debt to Greek
tragedy see: Pau.l.L Franklin Baurn, 111 Samson Agonistes I Again, II
Publicatl ons of the Hodern Languctge Association, XXXVI(1921),
354-'71; Vlilmon Brewer, "Two Athenian Models for ISamson Agonistes~I"
ItPublications of the 1v1odernLanguage Associatbn, XLII (1927),
9l0~20; Hanford, op .. cit,,; Sir R. C" Jebb, "Srunson Agonistes II and
the Hellenic Drama~ (Londori : published for the Brit ish Academy
by H. Frowde, 1908), published also in the Proceedings of the
British Academy, (1907-8), 341-8; W. R. Parker, Milton1s Debt to
Greek Tragedy in "Samson Agonistes, II (Baltimore: John Hopkins
Press, London: Humphrey Milford Oxford University Press, 1937);
s. M. W. Tillyard, Milton, (London: Ch(';i.tto and Il[inclu8, 1946).
7For Milton1s debt to the Bible see: Walter Clyde
Curry, IlISamson Agonistesl Yet Again, II Sewanee Review,
XXXII (192Ll-), 336"-52; Hanf cr-d , Ope cit.; Jebb, Ope cit.;
Hasson, ODe cit.; Parker, OPe cit,.; George vlesley Whiting,
Milton's Literary Hj_lieu, (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1939).
8Masson, op~ cit., II, 110.
10
Judges for the plot of Samson, the elements of Samson! s char-
acter may nav e been taken from 'I'h.e Book of Job.,9 Since all
that Milton read is reflected in his writing, he may have
drawn Samson with The Book of Job in mind. It matters little
whether- he eLid or not, for the characters have the Miltonic
touch; they are far more adequately dr-awn than are the Bibli-
cal char-ac t er-s 0 The only Lmpor-t ant; factor is that the plot of
the tragedy, except for the omission of some minor details,
follows the story as found in Judges.
\fnile it is generally conceded that Ivlilton obtained
his material from the Bible, scholars have attempted to prove
that he drew upon other literary treatments of the story.
In 1660 Vondel, a Dutch poet, published in his native tongue
8. classical drama entitled Samson which dealt with the last
day of the herols life. Although there are some similarities,
there are almost as many differences.lO Since Milton was
impeded by his blindness ana. by a limited knowLedge of Dutch,
it is doubtful whether or not VondeLt s work couLd have been
very familiar to IVIilton.1l Because of his interest in religion,
9James Holly Hanford, "'Samson Agonistesl and Milton
in Old Age~ II Stuciie s in Shakespeare , Hilton, and Donne, (New
York: 1925), 167-89.
10The theory of Vondel as a source has been attacked by
many critics but mainly advanced by G.. Edmundson, Milton and
Vondel, (London: 1885). cr , F~ C. L. Van Steenderen, "Vond e'l.t s
PIE~ce as a Tragic Poet, II PubliccLtions of the Modern Languag,e
:bs8ociation, XX (1905), 546-66. '
IlHanford, Handbook, 259.
11
it is probable thet Milton read religious ~oem8, among them
The H:1..storie of SEI.ITlSOnby F'r-anc j.s (~uE,.rle8 (1632) e12 Al.t.hough
}J1j_lton me.y have read this Hork, the clifferences between the
Historie D.nc1 Samson ovel"3hE,_doi,Tthe similari ties. 'I'he £listorie
is nar-r-a ti ve i1'1 fo~m· S~mno~ drama~l'c.1._ _ r: _.1_, ~~, _ c. It • The action in Quarles's
ac cc unt is II episodic arid sluggishU; in SamB21l it is IIconcentraterl. II
The Historis Laclr s the SUS])8nS8, the insight into cl1ci.rcccter, and
the spirituc:1.1 conflic t founcl in Hil ton 18 v'jQrk. In ac.ldition
Hl1ton I s style surpasses C;~uarles18• Even thougn there D.:l:'e(118-
similarities, there are parallel ideas, sit ations, and passages
commonly f'ound in any two 1rJOrksc1ec1J.ing'Hith the S8Jne sub j ect ,
Sedulous scholELrs suggest Milton's indebtedness to other less
important sources EiUCh 2.S Cleorge Sandy's Relc:,_tion of Foreign
Trav,e_l, whl ch may havo furnishecl I,Iil ton llith informD.tion a.bout
the kind of temple Samson destroyed.13
No investigation has been 'Jublished on Hilton's debt
to the Italians and the possible influence of his Italian
journey upon his tragedy_ Such a stucly might prove interesting
and profi tab'l.e , slnce in I tD_ly r.1il ton m8,yhave obtcdned some
ideas for h i s use of the chorus and for his interpret2.tion of
the Apis t.ot e.lt.an term k0thal"sis. In the T)refcwc of Samson
••••• that Chorus is here introduc'd after the
Green manner, not antient only but modern, and
13Hanfora, Handbook, 280.
12
still in use among the Italians. In the modelling
therefore of this Poem, with good reason, the
Antients and Italians are rather follow1d, as
of much more aut hor-Lt y and fame.
Sinee, in seventeenth century Italy, the chorus was no longer
acceptable for strictly literary plays but was confined to
melodrama and to oratorio, JvIilton must have useel the expression,
list ill in use, II 'because of his knowLedge of Italian »ielodrama
cmd oratorio obtained during his visit to Italy. Because these
oratorios were used in religious services and only a few of
them wer-e ever published, :Nlllton was probably not f a..miliar
with those written after his visit to Italy; and it is
difficult to (leterrnine whLeh ones he might have heard "Y\!hile
he was there. Benedetto Ferrari, one of the most prominent
composers in Venice at the time of I-Ultonl s visit, wrote II
Sansone, an oratorio on the Samson theme. Even though the
manuscript of this work is still extant in Hodena, it is Ul1-
dated. Since indicat ions are that it may be dated around
1660, it is doubtful that lvlilton was familiar with it. Al-
though we know that Milton probably encountered the chorus a a
centl.l.ry
used in seventeenth;ltaliC'~n oratorios, it is impossihle to say
which ones, if any, he may have relied upon for his use of the
chorus. 14
14For a discussion of this nroblem see G. L. Finney,
"Orior'u s in ISamson Agonistes, III !'Publ:J,.cations of the 1-1odern
!:!.a.nrruageAssociatio,n,). 58 (September, 19L~3), 649-64 ..
13
Anot he r question wn i.ch might be answer-ed by an inves-
t 19at ion of !JIilton C 3 journey to Italy is wher-e he obtained
his patho Logi ce.L interpretation of the term katharsis.. Since
this interpretation was not found in the ordinary versions of,
or commentaries on, the Poetics, it may have been or-LgLnaL '!;vith
Milton; however, Galluzzi, who was Rector of Greek College at
Rome from 1631-1639, had used the pathological interpretation
of katharsis in a work written in 1621.. This scholar was
probably living and teaching in Rome in 1638, the year of
Miltonls Italian visit~ Milton may have learned of his
int er-pr-et e.tion from a book, or through a conversat ion 't'lith a
Lear-ned friend in Romeor sornewher-eelse.1.5
As can be seen from this brief survey, layer after
layer of source material has been uncovered by scholarly
investigation of the elements which went into the composit ion
of Samson Agonistes, but no extensive analysis had been made
of the play in the light of the Poetics. aLone , That such a
study tends to ignore the rich alluvial deposit of learning
and experience out of \lJh1ch SamsonAgonistes ,grew in the poet I s
mind is inevitable e Just ificat ion ill! ill be seen to lie, how-
ever, in the kinds of emphasis which may be secured. by such
a narrowing of the field of investigation.. The effort is
l.5The source of Milton's pathological interpretation of
katharsis has been discussed by Ingram Bywa't er , IIlYUltonand the
Aristotelian Definition of 'I'ragedy, II The Journal of Phililogy,
XXVII (1901), 267-7.5.
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justified also by Miltonls references to Aristotle in the
preface, as Fell (01,8 by ('I, suggestion l-Ihioh appsc;,rs in a mEl,jor
study of Milton!s incLebtednes8 to the Greeks. liTe He Parker,
in t.er-pr-eting Ilbes t examp'LoII to mean r}reelc trngedy as wr-L tten
by Aesohylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, has yublished 8,. study
of Milton n 8 debt to the GrI'eeks. In the pr-ef ac e to his bco.r.,
Parker 8ugr:,;ests t.ha t. En :1.:nteresting arid vs.Lue.b.Le s tudy r(light
be made of I·Ulton 18 deb t to "an t Len t rule II or Aris t.o tLe , Parker'
alludes to the Poetics only 'tij.th reference to the structure of
G-reek trE.tgedy arid of Samson Ar.;,;on:lst es , This inves tiga t:lon \l:ri11
set cU:jide all ot.her' sources and examine Nil t on t s Sar£l~sonAg9..niste_~
in the light of Aristotle n 8 a.na.Ly s La of gr-eat tI'agecly for the
purpos e of cLetermining IJ1il ton I s debt to Aris totle * The dis-
cussion will involve Arlstot1ets Qefinition of tragedy and his
six elements of tragedy.
CHAPTER II
THE NATURE OF TRAGEDY
Knowing Milton to be a great scholar not only of
English but of classical languages as well, one is not sur-
prised by his familiarity with Aristotle1s Poetics. Because
made
of his frequent references to Aristotle, one is/cognizant
of the esteem in which Milton held the great critic.
The first analogy to be dr-awn between Aristotle and
Milton is relative to their ideas concerning the nature of
tragedy. In the Poetics (Section IV) Aristotle attributes
poetry to two human instincts, the instinct for imitation
and the instinct for harmony, both of which are inherent in
man. Since through imitation man learns lessons 2..nd derives
p'Leasur-e, imitat ion has nwo funct ions--to teach and to ctelight.
Contemplating a good imitat ion which he has witnessed, man
learns and is stirred to pleasure by his know Ledg e, Arising
from these two i~~erent instlncts,poetry developed in two
directions,Aristotle says. Some writers imitated noble
actions, whereas others devoted themselves to the imitation
of common act ions. Of the two forms of poetry ....-tragecty and
comedy-c--tr-agedv , wh i.cn imitated the actions of good men, is
the more serious. Tragedy, then, is defined by Aristotle as
the imitation of a serious action which has as its purpose
to teach and to (lelight.
1
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On comparing the id.eas f'ound. in this section of the
Poetic_§. 1J"ith those founel. in the preface to S9}'1sonAgonistes,
one discovers that Milton adopted Aristotle's view of the
nature of tr2_gedy when he wr-ot.e ;
rrr2_gedy, as it Has antiently compcs t d , hath been
ever b eLd, the gravest, mor-aLe s t , and most profitable
of all c thor- Poems: therefore 88.fd by Aristotle to be
of power by raising ~ity and fear, or terror, to purge
the T!1indof those and such like 1)a88ions, tll.c'tt is to
temner and reduce them to just m~asure with a kind of
delight, stirrl d up by readin~!, or seeing those pas aLons
'V'J"elliE~itElted.
AccorCl_ing to Hilton, tr2_gec1y is serious, moral, and profi tabLe ,
It involves the serious imitation of noble actions of good
people, not of base actions of trivial or vulgar persons. The
reading or witnessing of well-imitated s8ion6 arouses the
delight of men. The purpose of tragedy is to imitate, and
through imitation to prove profi table and cleli~htful.
If one aSS1.1rneSt.ha t Aristotle's idec3.8 of tragedy 10\8
presented in the Poetics served as a touchstone for Milton's
Samson Agonistes, it Ls neceSB2.ry to learn nov closely Nil ton
followed the requirements of tragedy as defined by Aristotle in
the following passage:
Tragedy, then, is an imitation of an action
t.ha.t is serious, complete, and of 2_ certain mc;~g-
ni t.ude ; .i..n1anc';uage embellished vIith each kind
of 9.rtistic ornament, the severD.l kind.s being
fc;.U~d,,_~n sepa~2_t~ ?~.~ts -,_?f the pl,'?y; in t~6 form
01 ~c~~on, not OL fidrra01vee • • • •
------_. -----------
168. He Butcher, Aristotle! s 1'Il_eory of PoetrY_J:l..nc1z_ine
Ar~ 'Prl th a CJ:i:~_ical 1:_~xt and Tr2.ns12 tion of IIThe l)oetics, ,r-
(4,th ed , ; London : MacmillE~1 and Company, 1929), 23, VI.
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The extent to ';".rhichMil ton conforms to the requ:Lrement
for ser'ious, com:plete, and great action is revealed by his choice
of subject for his wor-k; for what action could be more serious,
more complete, and of a greater magnitude tl1d,n that contained
in the last day of SRmsonls life? The opening lines of the
tragedy introduce the great Hebrew hero, lrrwri80ned by his
enemies, the Philistines, and forced to work in the mill at
Gaza, on the day of a great feast to the Philisti.s,n seEI..-icl01
Dagon ~ Blind and. b1 tterly Unh8,p]JY, he has 108 t touch vii t.h (Joel.,
and he ]1011 realizes that he alone is responsible for his 8uffer'inge
The action reeches its climax lThen Samson avenges himself and
his people by pulling the temple down upon himself and the
P~lilistine8 ..
CHAPTER III
THE HINOR ELEMEN1'S OF TRAGEDY
In his Poetlcs, Aristotle lists six parts which deter-
mine the quality of a tragedy: Plot, Character, Thought,
Diction, Song, and Spectacle. Plot and Character, being the
maj or element s of tragedy, will be hand Led in later chapters.
The first of the four minor elements, Thought, is defined as
lithefaculty of saying 'V'Jhatis possible and pertinent in given
circumstanceSe tl17 lbought includes every effect which must be
produced by speech; these effects are achieved by the speaker
and as a result of the speech, which reveals the thought of
the speaker~ Thought is necessary to prove or refute something,
to arouse emotions, to utter a general truth, or to suggest
importance or insignificance.
Diction, the second minor element is litheexpression
of the meaning in words e 1118 Of these 'two element s, Thought and
Diction, there ne ed be no discussion; for obviously they must
be present in any great work such as Samson Agonistes.
The other two minor elements, Song and Spectacle, are
embellishments. By "language embellished II .Aristotle meant
language dist inguished by the pr-esenc e of rhythm, nar-mony, and
song~ Concerning the "language embellished," it can be said
that Samson .A.gonistes is \vr1tten in unrhymed. iambic pentameter
except for the choruses, wn Lcb are irregular in line length
-----------_._--
17~., 29, VI. l8Ibid_.
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and whi.ch somet Lmes r-hyme, lYlilton says in his preface:
'l'he measur-e of verse us ed in the Chorus is of all sorts,
c a.l.Led by the Greel~s monostrophic, or rgther Apolelymenon,
without regard had to strophe, antistrophe, or Epode,---
wh r ch wer-e a kind of stanzas frEcmed only for the mus Lc ,
then used with the Chorus that sung; not essential to
the poem, and therefore not mat er-La.L; or, being clivided
into stanzas, they may be called alloeostropha"
He has combined the English pattern of verse with some lines
wh i.ch sugge st the ancient rhythms e 'The meter employed is the
logaoedic, a trocha.ic measure with various substitutionse Al-
though the lines quoted be Low begin ir.Jith trochees, spondees,
or dactyls, they usually end with iambs, proving Milton's
reluctance to aclopt pure Greek meters.
l'his ,/ this, / isye ;_( line 115)
SOftry / a wh i.Le ~ ._,
Let U's / not break/ in up/ on him; y v-o change/ b~eyond/ report/ thought/ or belief:
(line 117)
e e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
._, ....
heel
v _-.J ~
Can this/ be that He/ rolc,/ that R I. / nowned ,
(line 12i1,)
~ e . . . . . , r . • . . . . . ..
Although Milton did not g iv e us true Greek verse, o cca s Lona'L
lines like the following suggest ancient rhythms.19
.- ..... v -vv
Useless the / forgery (line 131)
-"""v - ..... -
Adaman / tean/ Proof. (line 13l.4,)
Song and Spectacle, being embellishments, are unnecessary
for Hilton 18 t r-agedy , which wa s never intended for stage produc-
19Hanford, OPe cl.t., 325-6.
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tion. '1'he r'ac t that it was not composed for future pr-eserit at Lon
by a theatricEJl company, however, does not detract from it s
greatness as a tragedy according to Aristotle; s judgmerrt ; for
he says of Spectacle that it
• e ••• has, indeed, an emotional attraction
of 1t sown, but of all the par-t s, It Ls the
least artistic and connected least with the
art of poetry. For the power of TrC'cgedy,we
may be sure, is felt even apart from represen-
tation and actors.20
Although Samson J'lgonistes was not composed for the stage, it
might very we.L'L be produced in the theater; for the autihor-
et the Rt 0 lOnhO D 1 1 Certc~inly' the p'ieces s . '-' ac;e' lS power.Lu anguage.
can not be found wanting in the four minor elements of tragedy,
Thought, Diction, Song, and Spectacle. It remains to be seen
how Hilton employs the major elements, Plot and Cherac t er-, in
his tregedy ..
20Butcher, oQ. cit., 29, VI.
CHP.PTERIV
PLOT
The tvJO most important element s of tragedy are Plot t
vJhich Aristotle defines as lithe soul of a tragedy, II and. Char-
a.cter, or "that which reveals moral purpose, showmg what kind
of things a man chooses or avoids. 1121 Nore specifically
Aristotle says concerning these two elements:
Again, 'l'r-ag edy is the imitation of eonaction; and
an act ion impl:i.es personal agent 8, who nece ssarily
possess certain cUstinctive qualities both of' che,rac-
tel" 2_nctthought; for it is by the se that we qualify
act ions themselves, arid these--th.ought and character--
are the two natural causes from which actions spring,
and on actions again all success or failure depends.
Hence, the Plot is the imitation of the action:--
for by plot I here mean the ar-r-angemerrt of the inci-
dents.. By Character I mean that :tn virtue of which
we ascribe certain qualities to the agents.22
In Aristotle! 8 jud.gment plot and char-ac t er- are the two most
essential elements in any tragedy; plot, being lithe Boul of
a tragedy, II holds first place with character ranking second.
Tragedy is the imitation of an action and of life, not of men;
therefore, since character determines qualities, and since
actions, rather than qualities, d.etermine a character's happiness
or unha..ppa.ne as , action is necessary to tragedy while character
is not , There may be a tragedy vlithout character but never
'V!Tithout action.
21Ibl·d '-'9 VI_., L, • 22Ibid., 25, VI
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Tr8gedy is not merely the imitation of <my action but
of an action that is "compLet e ancl whole, II and an action that
is complete and whole must have a beginning, 8. middle, and an
end. It seems to the vlTriter of this paper that l~ilton's
Sa.mson Agonistes clearly is a complete and whole action having
these three parrt s , Obviously the tragedy has a beginning and
an end; nowever , there i8 some doubt among the critics as to
its containing a middle ..23 The action of this tragedy is not
physical
primarily concerned. "("lith Samson's/suffering at the hands of
the Philistines and with his revenge, obtained by pulling down
the temple upon the h ead.s of his enemies, but rather w1th the
inner turmoil of the hero.?4 The title of the 1~10rkmeans
23cf .. S~lmuel Johnson, The Rambler, (London: vlilliam
Tegg, n , 0.,,), II, 160:11 ...... the poem, therefore, h8.8 a
beginning and an end, 1tfhich Aristotle himself could not have
disapproved; but it must be al.l.owed to want a middle, since
nothing pa.s s es be twe en the first act and the las t , that either
hastens or delays the death of Samson. The whole drama, if
its superfluities be cut off, would scarcely fill a single
act , e • e • II
Cf. E. C. KnowLt.on , "Causality in 'Samson Agonistes, III
Modern Language Notes_, XXXVII (1921), 339: IIFor a play to
have 8. middle , it must hav e causal mot i vat ions , such as
Samson Agonistes lacks to a large degreee"
24Cf.. Tillyard, on ft c it., 332: "Johnson erred in
asserting that there was a beginning and an end, but no middle.
He failed to detect the clear and sufficiently interesting
growth in Samson's mind throughout the middle episodes of
IJ[anoa, Dalila, and Har-apha , connecting beginning and end.
There may be a few errors in cletail; Samson I s revival of
spirit between the two appearances of the Officer may be a
little abrupt or Dalila may usurp slightly too much space;
but broadly it is difficul.t to see now the shaping could be
bettered .. II
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Samson struggling or suffering in an active we.y, and the
action relates the criang e within the man caus ed by the working
of God's spirit in him. The beginning of the tragedy presents
the hero lament ing his blindness and his present st2 ..te and
expressing his contempt for himself; however-, in his cLespair
he still condemns himself for his weakness and reaffirms his
belief in GodI s ,justice e Samson feels that the predict ion
concerning himself as liberator of Israel is nullified becaus e
of his frailties. GaeL's juclgment is right; Sel.msonwas not a
faithful servant, so he has been cast aside. (lines 1-325).,
Although the sight of his father, Hanoa, makes Samson more
awar-e of his grief, he rej ects his father! s proposal to deal
with the Philistine lords for his release, and to his father's
doubts he replies tne.t God! s v;ays are just. The scene closes
with an expression of Samson's agony sharpened by his sense of
Heaven's desertion (lines 326-709).25
Most tragedies end with the physical death of the
offending man; however-, Milton's theme is not death in failure.
The soul of the man must be purified. so as to gain the pas 8i-
bility of reunion with God. The hero's despair must be re-
placed by the faith that God will callan him once more. 'l'he
visit from Dalila serves to test Samson after his confirmation
of God's justice and his conviction that his cause is not lost;
25For a comparison of Samson Agonistes and. the Greek
play which it most resembles, Oedipus at Coloneus, see Parker,
op. cit,., 168-76.
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hovrev e r-, the h0~0 is unmoved by her ~lea8 and scores n sig-
nificC'l21 t victory by re:DJ:'essing his do rrnan t 9888io11 for ., .n i s
traitorous ~Tife. Through his resistance to Dalila, Sernson
proves himself ~Torthy of a reconciliation with Gode He has
endured suffering and conflict (lines 710-1060).
The next scene contains the middle of the tragedy.
After Sc1Jf!80nhs.s confronted phys Lcn'L force in the lJ8Y'SOnof
Ha:c[l.ph2.,1ihom he reDulsed by his indifference to tear , he is
t,'reetecl by B..n officer irho commands him to atte:C"lcl the feast to
Dagon <HId cLi8plcl_~This »hys Lc a.I pr-owes s for the Cr01,1(1. At first
Sctr:1son, disregcl.rc1ing his perso!1o.1 sD.fety c'-Dc1remembering his
ci.llegicmce to his Crod, refuses to perform E~t a feB.st in honor
of cL ta.l se god; then, mct tvo.t ed by the rea1l'T8.kenecl E:piri t of
GoeLin him, Samson, under dLv Lrie guid2.nce, consents to
ac company the officer. 'I'he encounter l'Ji th HHrap!lEI.stirs
Samson to action. HaI'E).!")h2}8 ridicule of the hero restores
SfJEl80nIS fa1th in (tad and Lec.d s him to challenge the gi an t ,
He 1T2nt8 to prove to H8,ra~)h8. tho. this g'od, D2.C;on, is not the
true 2~0c1.(lines 1061-11.1-1.:--0). 8:1.nce this decision has t ens the
death of the hero arid the outcorne of the pl.ay , it me.y be con-
sidered the middle.
There fo11m'Ts the end of the trEl.gecly in v"Thich S2.mson
by destroying the temple and the Philistines vindicates the
Hebrews I God over Dagon (lines 1441-1758). Both the Prometheus
and Samson Agonistes have been cr1 ticized for heck of move-
25
merrt; howcvcr-, Samson 18 speeches const itute an integral par-t
of the action of the dz-ama ; the v-rill-poVJer which is expressed
in c1ialogue is converted into action r-e suLt Lng in a tragic
cate.strophe.?6 The catastrophe in S2~msonAgonistes. is not
ju st the physical deatr.L of Samson; it represents victory
through o.eath--Se..mson I s spiritual victory over his own
infirm5.ty. '1'he hero is willing to sac r-a r i.ce his life to prove
his inner victory., It seems that death is approved by a just
God who rejoices in the man t s spiritual triumph but permits
his physical cteath as a punishment for his past errors.27
Samson Agonlste..§. is a spirj.tual drama rather than a drama of
events. The action is a psychological one, for it indicates
Samson's inner progress from a state of despair to one of
courage. Although there are several episodes in the tragedy,
they are not the only action; for it is the Lnt er-weavi.ng
of the external ac t Loris 'l'lith Samson's i.nternal activity lr.lhich
constitutes the real dramatic action.28 Since every scene
develop s the inner action, each is bound up closely 'VJith the
26Butcher, OiJ " cit., 353-4"
27Curry, OPe cit., 338-9.
28For the importance of character to such action see
pp. 40-1.
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cat!3.strophe.29
Not only must tragedy imitate an ection that is com-
plete and whole and of a certain magnitude, but the plot must
be easily comprehencled in one vie1rJand by the memory" Proper
magnitude is comprised. in a plEW who se limit 8 permit a chang e
in fortune, good to bad or bad to good, effected by probability
or necessityo Certainly Samson Agonistes is of a length great
enough to bring about a change in the hero's fortune and brief
enough to be easily remembered and to be presented in one view,
as the act Lon involves only five incidents in the last day of
Samson I slife.. It wou'l.dseem that the plot of the piece ful-
fills Aristotle IS requirements for an B.ction that is complete,
whole, and of a proper magnitude by being limited to the final
day of the hero 18 life and. by having a beginning, a middle, and
an end.
29Cf• William Paton Ker, The Art of Poetr~; Seven
Lectures, 1220-,1222, (Oxforcl: At the Clarendon Press, Oxford
univerSi.ty Pr-ess, Humphrey Hilford Publisher to the University ~
First Impression August, 1923, Second Impression January, 1925),
65: liTheaction of the dr-ama between the beginning and the end
is the passion of Samson, beginning in the mood of affliction
and remorse, turning more and more to hope and deliberate valour.
The action is in the change of mind leading on to the final
Victory ••••• "cr , Curry, op. cil., 350: II ••••• it seems to me,
that the dramatic action of Samson Agonistes, is a closely woven
tissue of interrelations between external incidents and inner
activities. It is a subjective drama of spiritual development
and ach i.evement rather than a play of incident; in the process
of its unfolcling each and every emotional experience, together
~ith the casual and resultant external act or episode, is
inext1"icab1y bound up with the catastrophe. It has no relation
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MiltonUs tragedy possesses the three unities considered
necessary by the Greeks for a great drama: unity of place,
unity of timet and unity of action. Although Aristotle did
not mention unity of place in his definition of tragedy, Milton
followed the generally accepted. rule of Greek drama and employed
only one setting, outsid.e the prison in Gaza, in his composition.
He also conror-med to the principle of unity of time by limiting
the action of his play to 8. per-Lod\'Jithintll1Tenty-fourhour s, In
order to avoid lagging action Milton restricted the action to
a period of about seven hours, from sunrise to noon.. The third
unity, unity of action, or what Aristotle calls "wno Lenes e, II
is the very essence of Greek tragic drama, from Which ,,'\ristotle
dre\v the laws of the PoetiCS, for the Greeks conf Lned their
attention to one set of incidents in the life of one central
character. It should be noted that unity of plot and unity of
the hero are not synonymous, since all the incidents in one
\/'JithGreek tragedy in either spirit or structure, except for
a superficial resemblance in form ..II_ Cf ~ E e ]1.1. Clark, "Hilton Is Earlier Samson, II Universll..:'l.
of Texas st,udies in English, VII (1927), 150-1: "Samson repents,
withstands the old temptation, is roused to a consciousness of
power- and of divine approval, and, thus restored, is aL'Lowed
to accomplish the mission of his life~ The episodes of Manoa,
Dalila, and Harapha are the indispensable stages of Samsonls
restorations as a champion of God. • • • .The persistent fallacy
arose, of course, from Johnsonls uisapprehension as to the
d~nouement, which he consiclered to be the death of Samson, but
in Which death is really incidenta_l and victory the donunant
thought ..II
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manUs life can not be reduced to unity_ Hany actions of one
man can not be transformed into one action merely by being pre-
sented in sequence; therefore, unity of action or plot may be
secured only by the selection of one incident or of a few
related incidents from the life of the central character.
Not only must the plot of a tragecly imitate one action,
wh Lch must be whole; the parts of this 'whole must be so closely
related that to remove or change the position of anyone of them
wou Ld be to destroy the unity of the whole. Although the pro-
gression of the action in Samson Agonistes is manifested through
changes in attitudes and feelings which find expression in words
rather than deeds, almost to the end of the play, each division
of the plot --each scene-- advances Samson to'lrJ"ardshis goal,
the assertion of God Is might over His enemies. The incidents
contain the inciting forces to the ultimate action, and to
change the order of the incidents or to omit anyone of them
wou l.dbe to disrupt the whole.3D In other words, the action
of Samson Agonistes is spiritual and psychological; its stage
is the mind, and until the end its deeds are mainly thoughts.
The Chorus prepares Samson for his fate; Manoa delays it;
Dalila recalls it; Harapha makes it imminent; the Officer leads
Samson to his fate; Manoa's hope for his sonls release increases
the suspense; the Messenger reports his fate.3l
30 /cr , Baum, 0'0. citM 302. 3lparker, op& cit., 20-1.
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'l'he incident s in a tragedy must also follow each other
in a probable or necessary sequence" In Hiltonls drama this
rule is carefully o'bser-ved , Samson has been divertea_ from his
original purpose--to vLndLcat e God by defec-lting His enemt.es-v-
through sensuality and pride, and in despair he vvishes for
death$ Each incident in the play serves to tempt him to succumb
agcdn to one of these passions. By resisting each of these
temptations, he strengthens himself against the next one,and so
pr'ogr-e as aveLy he strengthens himself for the final act of triumph
when he brings the temple down upon the Philistines. He is first
tempted to blame God for his misery, but instead he accepts
full responsibility himself. Samson laments to the Chorus his
error in telling Dalila his secret. '1'he Chorus suggests that
perhaps he should not have chosen a wife outside his own nat Lon,
Samson explains that he mar-rLed his first \oJife at the prompting
of G-od; Dalilct, however, vJas his own choice. The Chorus then
suggests that perhaps his second marriage is the cause of
Israeli s s ervi tude (line 240), but S.sLIDsonrefuse s to think him-
self _9unished for his country's enslavement, since not he but
his country's indolence is to be blamed for that situation. He
actmits that he deserves his punishment for his error. '1'he scene
'VIJithHanoa presents to Samson the opportunity to blame God or
to assure his dubious fa-ther and himself' that God's ways are
)0
just and the_t his faith in Him remains unahake n, Al tihough
Manoa attempts to d.epress his son concerning his plight in
ord.er to make his offer of ransom more acceptable, Samson
still refuses to blame God .. Manoals mention of the triumph
of the Philistines and the feast to Dagon and S"trDsonIs useless
01(1 age (if he lives) makes up the greatest temptation---·yielc11ng
to complete despair; howev er, Samson still retains his reason.
He e:z.presseshis desire not to be ransomed and his loss of hope
for recovering his sight.
The scene with Dalila, who offers to aid Samson and
attempts a r-econc Ll.La.t Lon , is a trial of the hero IS ~OOvlerto
resist his passion for ne r , Dalila comes to t empt Samson and
encourage hime Samson feels thHt the life of comfort she offers
him would be the worst possible fate. Evidence of her power
is Samson's resolution to fight her every suggestion.
In the following scene, Harapha1s challenge to the
blind manls physical courage is repulsed by Samsonls moral
and spiritual fortitude. The Harapha episode renews Samson's
courage after he has resisted all temptations. He is no longer
in despair, and he believes that God may forgive him and let
him become an instrument of His 111}"111 agaLn , In defying Hara-
pha, Samson displays none of his former pride. He is at peace
nOI11}" and act s vvith intellectual control.
The scene between the Officer and the hero presents
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the opportunity for Samson to prove his faith in God by oer-
mitting Goals spirit to guide him, or to reject his G-odand
accept a fate a t the hands of his enemies" According to
Tillyard, Scirnson18 r-e soLut ion is too abrupt to be convincing e
The decision based on an inner command, to obey the Lord's
call, comes too sudde n.Ly to seem probable,,32 Act.ue.L'Ly, how-
ever, the preceding incidents have been exactly those whLch
wouLd m3.ke such a sudden resolve pos s Lb'Le, Samson's faith in
God and his own destiny has been st r-engt.nened by his victories
over his passions ~ His strength and his cour-age have been re-
inforced by his power to exercise his will in the resistance to
temptation, and his mind has cLear ed , At such a moment a man of
faith fe~lB himself enlarged in spirit, divinely inspired. His
decisions at such times seem to have an irresistible spiritu(3,l
rnot Lva'tLon, Such deciBions are audd.en , but they are not improbable.
In the opinion of the writer, Samson IS resolut ion is of this order
101..nd follovJ's \vitn a high degree of probability upon the preceding
inciclents. 'Whether the action ;:::,sdescribed is essentially
dramatlc is another matter; it is certa:tnly action, and unifj,ed
t' 1~8,C a.onv-'>
32Tillyard, CP. cit., 337~43.
33 Profe ssor Mart in vi. Sampson believes that the episodes
serve a drarnat ic purpose, 8 ince they develop 0, gro'l,Jth of spiritual
passion in samson; Each of the events 1s a thwar t ed action v.Jhich
makes the hero able to obtain final salvat ion only through divine
aido It is the portrayal of character rather than the development
of the plot which constitutes the unity of tb.e play according to
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In his Poetics Aristotle (1i8cu88e8 the structure of
the plot of a tragedy in terms of the two kinds of plots,
simple and compLex , ·vlhen the change of fortune occurs V'Jith-
out 'ireverse,l of the situation and \vithout recognition, the
ac t Lon may be indicated as simple. The complex plot has the
change effect ed by r-ever-aaL, recognl t ion, or both e Reversal
of the si tuat ion, or peripeteia, may be defined B.8 the change
in whi ch the action turns ar-ound to the opposite of vrha t is
expect ed, Ei Lways in ke eping with the rule of probe.bili ty or
necessity. Recognition is progress from ignorance to knowledge,
pr oduc Lng love or hate be twe en persons singled out by the poet
for good or bad fortune. The recognition may involve objects,
persons, or act lons. Hecognit ion of persons combinecl 1r.Jit.h a
reversal of the situation produces pity or fear and causes a
situation upon which good or bad fortune will depend. The
third part of the plot is the scene of suffering, a deatih on
the stage, bodily agony, wounds, or some other destructive or
painful action.
Sampson. Sir R. C. Jebb feels that there is a dramatic connection
among the episode 8, for they 8.11 8.ia. in Samsan I s dec is ion I'Jh1ch
leads to the catastrophe, the destroying of the temple of Dagon.
J. W. Tupper believes ~on Agonistes, is powerful in the poetry
of its speeche s ana. the greatness of the last scene .nct in 1t s
dr-ama'tLc structure or char-ac t er-Lzat Lon, Since only the incident
of Manoa has any drEmatlc significance in the play's development,
Samuel Johnson was correct in his criticism of the drama in
Tupper's opini.on.. See J. W. Tupper, 1I1:[1heDramatic Structure of
'Sel.mson Agonistes, III Publications of the Modern Language Association,
XXXV (1920), 376-78, 388-9.
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In the opinion of the Il1.iriter, the plot of Samson
Agonlstes is complex., as it contain.s both reversal and recog-
nition.34 '1'hese tvJO parts of a complex plot hinge upon surprises
2no_should come from the plot I 8 int ernal structure so tnat the
action follmving is the necessary or probable result of the
action which preceded. Milton employs peripeteia, or rever-
sal of the situation, not ,just once but five times; for each
inc ident in the t r-agedy partake 8 of the nature of a reversal
and at the same time contributes to the reversal of the plot
as a whoLe , Although Manoa attempts to convince Samson that God
is to blame for all his suffering, his efforts serve only to
strengthen Samson's faith in God. "men Manoa presents to Samson
the temptation to pLace the responsibility for his plight upon
Goo_, Samson successfully overcomes the temptation; thus, MctUoaIS
visi t achieves not the expected effect but the opposite. \men
Dalila arrives, she expects to prove that Samson still finds
her irresistible; however, her attempt to arouse Samson's
9assion results in his building up a defense against her charms
in his to
a,ndl conquering the temptation to succumb to her and/her offer
of love and freeclom, which wcuLd have been a wor-se fate than
cap t ivity among his enemies e The thiro_ reversal occurs in the
scene in whacn Harapha, the giant, ridicules Samson and his God.
340f. Baum, on. cit., 355-6: liThe plot of Samson
Agonistes is probably to be classed as 'simple,' for there is
no true recognition and no distinct reversal. In a certain
sense, to be sure, 2,11 tragedie s have a reversal; and in that
sense }/[ilton 18 has one in the unexpected outcome of Samson IS
going to perform before the Philistines."
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Harc:tpha18 ridicule (1oes not discourage or fr:tghten Samson
but res tores his f2,i tIl in himself and his GolLiIi tL,. "the r-e su.I t
that the Hebr-ew hero chnllenges the g'U:l.nt to 2, displny of
s trene;th. Vlhsn the Officer arrives to COTnlTl8,l1dS£C!'lSOnto Etp~)ear
before the l-'hilis tines, S.':-\msonrefuse 8 to obey the oreler at
first but later reverses his decision. Samson's resolution to
perform before his enemie8 is a distinct reversal of the situation
and is coincident with the recognition--the best form of recognition,
8ccording to Aristotle. Knowing that the hero's performance in
honor of Dagon wcu'l.d be a }J.J:"ofane.tion,a.nd being 8,\·'Tareof SE\TIlSOnls
uttsr scorn of physical security, the audience expects him to
clefy the commands of the lords; however, uncler divine guidance
SC::.Yimongoes forth to what the aud i erice feels \\lill be certain
igno['"!iny but which rather proves to be great t.r-i.umph, This
victory is the fifth reversale
Each scene in Samson Arronistes brings not only a reversal
but aLao 8, recognition" a change from ignorance to knO'uledge. In
the first scene Samson realizes that Gocl CE.!,not be b.Lamed for
his errors, and he reRffirms his faith in his God. Until
DE,lil,J visits Se"mson in c8"ptivity, he iB uncwar e of his ha.tred
of her and of the strength he ca.n summon 8_gcl_inst her. Only when
DalilEL offers Samson her love and')I'otection doeE he recognize
cleath a s a more de eLr-ab'Le fate. 11hen Har-apha insults b.Lm, SD,mson
begins to recain the self-confidence, 'h"'1:1io1:1he 118,(1lost.
3.5
In the scene with the Officer the recognition is the realization
by Samson of the change that is occurring in him; although he
is unawar-e 'that the change is caused by the ;"rorking of GodIS
spirit VTithi.n him, and although he has no intimation that he
is to be the instrument of God's will, still he senses "some
rouzing motions II in him which kincne his thought s e What greater
recognition could exist than the realization that the inner
emotional turmoil is reachlng a climax? The complete recognition
comes 'trJ"hlle Samson is appearing before the Philistines, for then
he rea1izes what he must do to avenge himself and his God..
In addition to the reversal which occurs in each scene
of Samson Agonistes, there is the reversal of the action as a
wnoLe from the beginning of the tragecty to the end , At the
tragecly I s opening S8111sonV.Jasa defe8.te(1 rnan--a man deserted
by his God and chained in a prison by his captors e In spit e
of his labors for the Philistines, he was as if dead--inactive
mentally and phys:i.cally in regard to the solution of his problem ..
The reader can visualize him stooping at his task, dragged down
by the chains whi.ch bind him. Through the episodes in IIJh:'Lch is
faith in God, his self-confidence, and his hope for Godls
trust in him are restored, Samson begins to st and more nearly
erect e At the close of the dram8. we see Samson rise to his
full stature and v-Jith a tremendous burst of strength break
the burdensome chains--the links forged by his 108S of faith
arid hope; and as he pulls clown the pillars of the temple, we
realize that Samson is victorious--that he has set himself
free: forever~
Since, like the Greeks, Hilton rejected violent action
on the stage, the scene of the suffering, the third element
necessary to a complex plot, is reported by the Messenger. In
a passage of vivid description, the Messenger relates how Sam-
son, after performing various feats of strength for his enemies,
asked his guide to permit him to lean against the pillars of
the temple to rest for a while. Having stood in an attitude
of prayer or meditation for a few moments, Samson announced
to the throng that he wished to make one more display of his
strength. With these wo r-ds he grasped the two massive pillars,
wh i cn were the main support of the temple roof, and shook and
tugg ed with his every muscle unt iI-the roof thundered d.own upon
the philistines and himself. Hilton could convey this scene of
destruction in words, but to have it enacted on the stage would
have been aga ms t the rules of ancient tragedy ..
'1!hestructure of the plot of Samson Ago.n_istesis complex
by virtue of its having the three necessary parts: recognition,
reversal of the sLt.uatLon , and scene of the suffering.
Any plot, whether simple or complex, must have E~ compli-
cation and an urir-aveLl.Lng or denouement, a tragedy I s two natural
p8.rts.35 The complication extends from the beginning of the
35These are the parts of the whole; the quantitative
parts of a tragedy ar-e defined by Aristotle as follows: liThe
Prologue is that entire part of a tragedy which precedes the
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a.ction to the part which mar-ks the turning-point to good or
bad fOl..tiune , The unravelling extends from the beginning of the
change to the end of the d.r-arna e Both the complication and. the
denouement must arise from the plot ttself; there must be nothing
irration~ll in t' tion_ ne Ete .. In lvIiltonRsd.rama, until the Officer
CJ.rri;le8~Samson! B fc1te is rather uncertain; howeve r , \>Tithhis
decision to accompany the Officer, Samson seems designated ror-
certain disgrace. The incident with the Officer, therefore,
marks the end of the complication" r:he denouement presents
Par'odeof the Chorus G 11he Episode is that ent ire part of a
tragedy wn tch is betvleen complete chorie songs. The Exode is
that entire part of a tragedy 1>;h1chhas no choric song after
ite Of the choric Dart the Parode is the first undivided
utterance of the Chorus; the Staslmon is a Choric ode '\vithout
anapaesta or trochaic tetrameters: the Commas is a joint
lamentation of Chorus and actorse II Butcher, op~ Cite, 43, XII •
.§.g,lnsonAf!;onistes.may be <'livio_edinto the following
c~uantitative Darts:lIDrologos: 1-114 (114 lines) Samson1s soliloquy
paredos: 115-175 (61 lines) Chorus (Iasidel)
1 eDeisodion: 176-292 (117 lines) Samson and Chorus
1 stasimon: 293-325 (33 lines) Chorus2 epelsodion: 326-651 (326 lines) Samson and Manoa
2 stasimon: 652-709 (58 lines) Chorus3 epeisodion: 710-1009 (300 lines) Samson and Dalila
3 stasimon: 1010-1060 (51 lines) Chorus4 epeisodion: 1061-1267 (207 lines) Samson and Harapha
4 stasimon: 1268-1299 (32 lines) Chorus5 epeisodion: 1300-1426 (127 lines) Sarnson and Officer5 stasimon ~ 1427-1758 (318 lines) IJlanoa,Ivlessenger, Chorus
including
kommos: 1660-1758 (99 lines) Manoa and Chorus.,"
Parker, ODe cit., 17.
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Samsoni 8 tragic suicide, 'which is, nevertheless, a tremendous
triumph for the hero, who has fulfilled his purpose as an
instrument of GodI s '''ill. 36
-------. --------------------------------------------------------------
36This opinion is at variance with that of P. F. Baum,
who expresses tihe view that the plot of Samso,nAgonistes dis-
satisfies because of its tameness. He further states the.t there
is no complication and no true denouement and that the piece
has too little of that conflict which is the essence of tragic
action. This seems to be an undiscerning criticism, since the
trag~9-;[e.obviously has both a complicat ion and a d~nouement
and/the greatest possible conflict, that i'lTithin the soul of an
individu2,1, comprises the tragic actLon,
CHAPTER V
CHAHACTER
According to Aristotle, character is an element of
tragedy whLch is second in importance, since there can be a
tragecly i~Jithout character but not vJithout action. Obviously
Aristotle did not intend the pr-evaous statement to be inter-
preted Ii t.er-a'lLy , for act ion can not exist vIi thout charact ers e
He might have meant that there could be a t r-agedy in whlch the
author so weakly portrayed the moral strength of the charac-
ters that it was of no importance in the outcome of the action ..
The characters might be types rather than individuals from
whose outstancling char-a..cteristics dramatic action might
spring.)7 There can be a tragedy in which the characters are
not highly drawn or their psychology and motivation probea.; the
result wou'Ldbe a tragec3..y -v.rithout chB,racter in Aristotle Is sense
of the term~ Tragedy is the imitation of an action, and an
action requires personal agents who are endowedwith significant
traits of character and thoughto Since actions arise from
character and thought, and since the success or failure of a
tragedy depends upon its actions, character is one of the major
elements of tragedy, second only to plot.. Although character
determines men's qualities, it is action which determines their
happiness or discontentment; therefore, dramatic action, not the
37Butcher, oD.cit., 344-5.
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representatio~ of character, is the end of tragedy; and
character becomes subsidiary to the action. Speeches which
ar-eexpressive of char-acter'and 1fhj.chs.r-eperfect in diction and
thought c10 not achieve the r-equi r-ed tra.gic effect as well 8.8
do Lnc Ld ent.s ,pThicho.:ce skillfully cons t.r-uct ed , Because the
emotional interest springs from the recognition and reversal,
~iliichare parts of the plot, action takes precedence over
char-act.e r-; hovev cr-, only c'.ctionwrn.cn arises from and mirrors
character fulfills the dramatic requisites, and in this sense,
char-act.e r- is necessary to dramatic ac tton , Aristotle aays ,
!IChctracteris that v'Thichreveals mor-e.L purpose, Sho'V'J:Lngwha t
kind. of things a 111.a11 chooses or avoids .1138 The most important
factor In chctracter is that it must be good. Any speech or
action revealing any kind of moral purpose is expressive of
char-ac tel'; therefore, the char-actel" i8 good if the ;:mrpoae is
good ,
The poet should also aim at 9ropriety. The character
shoulo. be plausible, and this plausibility is a 90int distinct from
goodness and propriety. The fourth requirement for character is
consistency; if inconsistent, it must be consistently inconsistent.
The cnar-act.er-sshould speak or act in a manner t:<;overnec1by the
rule of necessity or prolJability. 'I'he»oe t should follow the
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example of a good portr~it painter; he should reproduce the
form of the origin[il, and should portray the char-ac t.er- as true to
life, yet more beautiful.
Although Har-apha , the Officer, and the ~Iessenger,
the minor chp.racters :l.n Samson Agonistes..L fulfill Aristotle!s
reouirements for character, they need no analysis because they
ar-e t3rSJes. The three E1D.inonar-ac t.e r s , SO.mson, Ivlanoa, c1.nd
Dnli18., are adecruat eLy c1ra1lmand conform to ll.ristotle 18
r-eou.i.r-emer;ts e Samson is the ideELl tr8.gic hero, for he is a noble
man 1'rb.oho.s fo.llen be cauae of his own Ip.ck of JuclgE~en t ,39 He is
idealized but is 80 like us &S to arouse our interest and
aympa thy even though he is superior in c1ignl ty and position.
8C:UDr.,:onpossesses the common hUTl1D.n fl'2.1l tiee of sensuall ty
and :)X'ide, 1)1.1t he rise s above t.hem , Mil ton emphas 1zes SaF'cson18
phys Loo.L a ttrE,_cti venes 8 and Btl'Jer-human strength. He calls
h i.m IIGod's mlghty rm na s tel". II 'I'he Nil tonic SamfJOn is endowed
lfith great intellectual powers 2nd possesses a more versatile,
serio'lls, and reflective mind than the BiiJlic2.l Samson. He is
self~critical, 8o}Jhisticatec~, [,_ne} eloquent.
391IsC'.Hlson ')088e88e8 the essential charEt.cteristics of
[L Hero of tX'Ei.gedy 1::'_8 l<:dCl dovm by Aristotle. II C'8JTISOnAp:onistes,
edited by H. :f'.L Per c Lvs.L, 1890, xxi-xxiil, citec1_ by E. "1. Clc~rk,
1'Milton I 8 Conce~)tion of Sc@S!:.m, If Uni vers i ty of Texas Studies
in E~gli 8h..!.VII (1928), 89.
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Another outstanding quaLj.ty is Samson's extreme
sensitivity to nature which is revealed in the lines:
For yonder bank hatin choice of Sun or shade,
(line 3)
.etlo ... !!e •••• e ... etIJI." ... C'oe
but here I feel amends,
'fl:1ebreath of H.eavln fresh-bloirJing~ pure and SHeet,
With day-spring born: (lines 9-11)
.. ~ . C>otl.e •• al(te.e •••• !fiII$
Light the prime work of God to me is extinct,
And all her various objects of delight
Annul 1 "d vvhich might in par-t my grief hav e eas Id ..
(lines 70-73)
Where ever fountain or fresh current f1ow'd
Against the Eastern ray, translucent, pure,
With touch aetherial of Heavlns fiery rod
I d.r-ank , t r-orn the clear milkie juice allaying
Thirst, and refresht: (lines 547-551)
Thi.s sensitivi.ty to the freshness of the air, the comfort of
shade, the powers of light, and the human need for water is
part of his vital, rich response to the senses, and is an out-
grov.rthof his sensuousness. As his courage and vigor return, his
awar-eness of the beauty of the natural world increases.
Milton fort '3.fies the moral nature of his cnaz-ac't er by
having his marriage to Dalila based on love, not lust (lines
876-881). This love, however, had a strongly sensual element.
Samson was uxorious, loved Dalila "not wisely, but too well, "
and could deny her nothing. The Dalila episode is a test of
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Samson I s character and sincer'lty• Although Samson is less
lustful than his Biblical counterpart, we find that he attributes
his')resent dilemma to his passion for Dalila and to his inability
to resist ne r , He does not blame his \trifebut himself in the
wor-d.s t
Of wrllitnow I suffer
She was not the prime cause, but I myself,
Who vanquisht 'wi'~ha peal of word.s (0 weakne asI)
Gave up my fort of silence to a vloman..
(lines 233-,236)
Samsonqs present hatred of Dalila and distrust of all women
is revealed in lines 748-765, 819-842, 927-950, 952-959~
Despising her a8 he does, Samson forgives Dalila,but nat distance, II
aridbids her to Leave him alone.
Other characteristics empnas Lzed by Milton are Samson's
patriotic tendencies and sense of public cluty as evidenced by
the following lines:
Chorus: In seeking just occasion to provoke
The Philistine, thy Countries Enemy,
Thou never wast remiss, I bear thee witness
(line s 237-239).ee~.·_···eo •• fI •••• " •••
Samson: I on thl other side
Usld no ambition to commend my deeds,
The deeds themselves, though mute?
spoke loud the dooer; (lines 2~6-248)
Although Milton endowed Samson with self-control and
examp'l e ,
temperance in some respects; for / he practiced total abstinence
from the use of wine, the hero displays his veracity when
he states that he was intemnerate in love.
But what avail Id this t emper-ano e, not compleat
Against another object more enticing?
(lines 558-559)
Samsonls sense of remorse for his uxoriousness and the
recognition of his own responsibility for his fall are best
expressed in the lines:
'N:.fJ.omhave I to complain of but my self'? (line l.}6)
Nothing of all the se evils hath befall! n me
But justly; I my self have brought them ant
Sole Author I sale cause: (line s 37Ll--376 J
Samson vo:l.ceshis self-contempt with:
And for a word, a tear,
Fool, have divulg1d the secret gift of God
To a deceitful Woman: (lines 200-202)
and expresses his sense of shame in:
to God have brought
Dishonour, obloquis, and op It the mouths
Of Iel.olists,and Atheists; have brought scandal
To Israel, diffiCl_enceof God and doubt
In feeble near-t s, (lines 451-455)
Samson's lack of concern for himself, his constantly renewed
fEl.it.h and ho oe , and his sens e of honor are out standing trait 8.
Typical of the hero I B belief that Gael is just anel ever 1:1CCe8-
sible is the speech:
All these indignities, for such they are
From thine, these evils I deserve and more,
Acknowledge them from God inflicted on me
Justly, yet oespair not of his final pardon
Vfuose ear is ever open; and his eye
Gr8.cious to re-admit the suppliant;
(lines 1168-1173)
E',fj Viell as lines 111-!-0-1155, 1381'-1389, a nd. 1LI'23-1L:'26~ Evi-
dence of Samsonls repentance40 and spiritual rejuvenation
1s found in H2.rlOa!8 Las t speech,
Hanoa: Come, come, no time for Lamerrt at Lon now,
Nor much more cause, Samson hath quit himself
Like Samson, and heroicly hath finishld
A life Heroic, on his Enemies
Fully reveng Id , hath left them years of mourning,
And lamentation to the Sons of' Caphtor
Through all Philistian bounds .. 'l'o Israel
Honour 11..ath left, and. freedom, let but them
Find courage to lEY hold on this oc ca.s.i.cn,
To himself' and Fathers house eternal f'ame ;
And ,,'Th1ch is best and happiest yet ~ all this
With God not parted from him, as was feard,
But favouring and assisting to the end ..
(lines 1709-1720)
40Repentance as the primary emotion in the tragedy is
questionable. Grierson asks IIBut as a work of art, as 8. drama
vivid and moving, is Samson Agonistes. really concerned deeply
with the motive of repentance? Remorseful and repentant Samson
certf:tinly is; but surely the clominant note is that of revenge
rather than repentance, or at least of the vindication of the
good. cause, the cause of God , against the enemies 'who seem
for the moment triumphant. GoeLIs ways are mysterious and
past finding out:
IG.od of our Fathers, Vlhat is man I
Th8.t thou tow'ards him 'With nand so various,
Or might I say cont r-ar-aous ,
Temperst thy providence through his short course,
Not evenly, as thou rullst
The Angelic orders and inferious creatures mute,
Irrational and bruteal"
H. J. C. Grierson, Cross Currents in English Literature of
the XVIlth Centul"Y or The Vlorld, The Flesh, [end The Spirit,
Their Actions and Reaction_§., (London:" Chatto and Winclus,
1929) 2'10-1.
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Hiltonia hero is presented only in his last hours on
earth; the action is not concerned with the atrocities of
Samson u8 ear-La.e r- life.. If the act ion of the tragedy imitated
the life of the He~vbrewhero previous to h.is capture by the
Philistine 8, 1,111ton could not have dr-awn SE:.msonas an ideal
tragic he r o , Since, noweve r-, the dr-amat 1c action centers
about; Samson's 1'lna1 situation, that of a noble men whose
unriapp Lnes s arid suffering are caused by a human frcd.lty, Milton
is justified in his presentation of Samson as an heroic figure.
Milton retained the outline of the Biblicnl Samson but enhanced
the :portrait by beautifying, strengthening, and numani.zmg the
figure.. He peinted him as more religious and remorseful and
Les s doubtful and vengeful than the Biblical hero.41 The 1-111-
tonic Samson desired not only to seek personal vengeance but
8.1so to secure vengeance for God, Milton endowed his hero vJith
a more firmly established faith than the Samson of the Bible
possessed. Not once did Sumson reproach God for his misfortune;
insteacl he condemned himself. He never que e't Loned Godl s pur-
po s es, but follovTed His d.LvLne guid.ance to his own destruction.
His purpose was to serve God and to perform His will. Samson
is the gr-ea't e s t of the characters in Milton's drama; he is
good because he riad a good moral purpose; his trait s are
4lClark, "Miltonls Conception of Sal'J.son, II op. cit .., 96-9.
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appropriate to a man; he is real and noble in spite of his
defects; he is consistent, and his actions are governed by
the law of necessity ..
"Manoa is a vJell-drmm character; the rather weak and
af'f'e c't Lcnet e father of a stronf:':er son , 1142 By contrast Samson R S
magnitude 1s increased. Manoa is painted as a devoted father
whose prime concern is his 80nls safety. Because of his
af fe.c t Lon for Sar:l.son and the unhappiness produced by his
80nls Buffering, Manoa censures the Lord~ He also makes
expli.cit his d.e s tr-e to enter into any agreement which Hill
free Samson from his captives .. Manoa's second speech in the
drama is filled ;rJi t11 self-pity, sympB-thy for his son, and
b Larne for God (lines 340--372).. He is unable to suppress his
III told. you so II attitude in lines 420-4L}7.t"ifhen he speaks of his
of
son I fl unwise marriages ano/his present predicclment, 'i'Jhich has
resulted in c.lishonor to Goo. e Manoa expresses his desire to
help Samson (lines 1+72-486) and advises him to repent but
seek self-preservation if possible (lines 502-520)e Although
he has blamed Goct for his son's suffering, :lVlanoaexpresses his
faith in Goct (line s 577-589, 599 -605 ) e Evidence of Manoa's
willingness to sacrifice for Samson appears in lines 1457-1472,
1476-li.j-8l.i., 14'90-1503 ~ When he is informeo. by the Hessenger of
the great hero's self-destruction, he rejoices in Samson's
42Tillyard, ODe c.it., 339.
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heroic death despite his sorrow (lines 1708-1744), for
Samson has secured his revenge through Godls assistance and
is not separated from God but united with Him.
Dalila is e_ credible character, a woman whose cruelty
and curiosity impel her to visit Samson.43 Although in lines
732--747 DaLd La expresses a d.esire to red.eem herself, the lines
But conjugal affection
Prevailing over fear, and timerous doubt
Hath led me on desirous to behold
Once more thy face, and know of thy estate.
(lines 739-742)
couch the real purpose of her visit--to see Samson suffer as a
victim of his enemies and of his uncontrollable passion for
her. Dalila explains to Sar.180nthat she vJil1 not attempt to
underestimate her guilt; nevertheless, she offers the weakness
common to her sex a8 an excuse for her betrayal of her husband.44has
She is careful to point out to Samson that he/set the example
for weakness by revealing his secret to her; however, she fails
to attribute his error to his desire to please her. Relying on
her :f.:emia1.nefault s, Dalila next offers her jealousy and fear of
losing sameon I s love 8-8 an excuse for her conduct. Wb.en Sc:~mson
43Tillyo,rd ca.118 Dalils, "a fine vrornan II (p. 341); nowever-,
this vlriterl s interpretation of the wo r-d IlfineII is not applicable
to a woman such as Dalila.
41.J'IIButone cannot ever be quite sure about the character
of this Dalila; she has about her a tantalizing mystery. It is
a str-oke of genius on the artist Is part;to depict her in this
manner, II Curry, Ql2.. cit ~, 344.
scoffs, at her pleas of 1>'reci,knesBand jeD,lousy, D2,lila presents
9S an alternate excuse her duty to the gods (lines 84J-870)~
Kno1ifTingher husband I B devotion to his Goe1, she feels that oer-
heJJ8 he 't'dl,l recognize her desire to serve her ;:;oels and forgj.ve
here She beseeches her husband! 8 forgivenesE and offers hi112
ner love D_,nc1care (lines 907-927). S2J180n, vrho soon re::\11ze8
t.ha't DaLl La h2_S been prompted by her vanity to 2,pproccch him s.nd
that she desires only to ~rove herself still attractive to b~m,
rejects her proffered assistance. After Samson's rejection,
Da.lI La reverses her attitude and r-evea.Ls her c\ttenmted dece:!~,tion by
recE!_lling hOI,Yhonoreel and famous she 'ifTill be amon, her people
be cauae of her devotion to her country and. people r-a.t.he'r th8n
to her husband. Her closing speech is one devoted to 8elf-
praise (lines 960-996).
Dalila 18 arri va'l., described by the CllOl'US, is indj_ca tive
of her char-act er-; for she enters like a s[~iling vessel IIVJith all
her brewery on, a nd tackle trim, 8ails fill' c1, 2_nc1s treE'JnerS
uavin.g. II She bows her head 2,nd 1veeps ,but she soon oi1.c1resses
Samson in a speech which denotes skillful prepsrstion. Her
ar-gument e that she hac1 been motiv::"tec1 ':Jy the public goo(l to betr[',y
Sarneon are mere ratione,liz8tion. Dalila_' s confession of je:::tlousy
1"ev88,18 that she 11B,(1 really (lelivered Samsol! into the hand s of
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his enemies because she 11[[',8 2_ cruel vrornanwho "J~lS 1nc[',p<),ble
of any love other than self-love. If DcLlil2, I s lOVE;for Samson
}~_C\c1 been so s rr-ong , jealousy could not nave led her to betr.s,y
If sho had been sincere in her confession of love for
SG~80n and in her desire to save him from the Philistines, she
cou'Ld not have found consolation in the ~Jraj_se of her courrtr-y-
men. Such 11ghtDing cnange s of c nar-s.c t.er- s.r-e impossible;
therefore, her closing lines
\Ihy do I humble t.hus my self J arid suing
For peace, recl,p nothing but re?ulEie anc1 ha t;e?
Bid VOwith evil omen and the brand
Of i:Gfamy upon my name cLenouneIt'?
(lines 965-968)
• e •
Nor shall I count it hc.dnou8 to enjoy
The ;;ll-lblie marks of honour E',nc1r-ewar-d
Conferr1d upon me, for the Diety
IV-hich to my- countrey I 1,[[,,,£1 juclgl cLto nave ahewn ,
At thi s who ever envies or repines
I leave to his Lo t , and like my O'V'Tn.
(lines 991-996)
r-eve e.L her true nELt.ur e , Al though DcLlilc\ 'Has ou tvi8,rcLly beautiful,
her phya Lco I be au ty couLd not conceal her inner ugliness--her
b2_rbo,ri c acu'l.,
P_lthough in SamE'~_1l__E_goni8te8the ~')lot is the most im-
portant element, Milton's use of an internal struggle ns the
source of the (_lrc:_r~8_tic r.c t l ori tends to ernph2_8ize char-ac t er-, This
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tYl?e of ac tLon clemands that the characters be highly drawn ..
How could the creator of Satan ever neglect character for action
Ln a literary wor-k even though it be a drama? In all of his
great literary compositions Milton1e plots never seem to surpass
or overshadow his characters. Because so many of his plots
involve psychological or spiritual action, Hilton, in the course
of the action, draws his characters 80 skillfully and "'lith such
keen insight into the human mind and s01;l,1 ths_t they often s eem
Buperi,]r to the plot.. Hilton is statuesque characters evolve
from the very action itself, an internal action to which
char-ac t er- is 80 vi tEll.. So is it in Samson Agonisteli. Had
Milton based his tragedy on only the external action found in
the Biblical account, I'Jhat a nol Low drama he wouLd have produc ed
and what puppet-like chctracters he wouLd have created! By basing
his tragedy on the psychological and spiritual as well as the
external action, nowever , M.iIton succeeded in dr-awi.ng R Samson
almost as huge and powerful 8.8 the act he commit 8.. Howcould
such an overwhelming physical action be performed by a man whose
spirituality and psychology were obscure? Such vengeance "'Tould
not be acceptable from a character less finely drawn than Samson.
CHAP'rER VI
KATHA.'1.S I S
In his definition of tragedy Aristotle has written
that the function of tragedy is "through pity and fearll to
effect lithe p. roper purgation of these emotions. 1145 In th... _ " 0 .6r
wor-ds, Aristotle says that t r-agedy should produce a certain
katharsis .. It is this term katharsis wh i.chhas aroused so
much di8sension among translators and critics since no inter-
pretation of the 'dord is offered in the Poeti9..§.eMost of the
clisc118sionh8,8 centered about wh etne r- Aristotle impliect the
medical, the religious (lustratio or expiatiQ), or the moral
(Duriflcatio) meaning of katharsis. The translators from
Valla on agreed in rendering katharsis by @r~atlo-, expiatio,
lustratio, or some similar term. Heinsius (1610) and Goulston
(1623) interpreted katharsis in its ceremonial sense of
lustratio or eXDiatio.46 For centuries the moral effect pro-
duced by tragedy tr~ough the purification of the emotions was
empha.sLzed in the term; nowever , the exact effect and the
emotions aroused by tragedy were interpreted in various manners.
Corneille, Racine, and Lessing presented different ideas
but agr-eed that the intention of elrama was moral; Goethe
45Butcher, op. cit., 23, VI
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disagreed with them~47
The medicel internretation of katharsis, accepted by
Milton, 'had. been adv anc ed by I tnlian critics of the Renaissance
but vms lc\ter ignored e Althou.gh H& t'leil pre sented the iS8ue
in 18L~7, it did not a ttr::::c t D, tt.en tion until 1857, when Jac ob
BerncLYS)ubl tshee':i. 8. »amph.l.et 1111ichreOlJenec1 the cluestion ft His
theory T'JE'LS that kC1,th8.rsis means Durgo.tion cencl th2t the effect
of traged.y upon the soul, 1-ThichAristotle IJITCl...e. describin2:, is
comparc~le to the effect of a purgative UDon the body. Tragecy
arouses the emotions of pity and fear, innate in all meD, and
[
t.hr-ough this exci t.at i on :i.t brings relief, not :9srmane:r1t 'out
temporary.48 For this theory Bernays relied upon the
in terpretc:c tion of ka the,rfJ is given in Aris totle IS Polijics
in vrh.Lo'h he describes the cct.har t.Lc effect of \'vilcl, restless
music for those transportecl iJY their reli[::;10u8 ent.nus Lasm, -~!hen
peo:;)le of the Ec~st wer-e carriec1 mmy by tb.eir religion, they
were placed in the care of the priests, ~10 relieved their inner
turmoil through riotous musi c , This music()rocl_uceC:~~.cl, kath8.rsis
t:..nd res tored them to their nor-mal s ta te 8 Since Aristotle in
47Goethels own interesting theory, accordin~ to Butcher,
is linguistically impossible end not in accord with much other
mater1Ql in the ~oeticse Butcher records Goethels translation
of Ar Ls to t.Le If, c1efini ti'on of trngedy in ore1er to r-evec.L the
errors in the translation; however-, Butcher 1[1['..ke s no attempt
to translate the German of Goethe.
his Politics promised a further explanation of katharsis in
the Poetics and then failed to present the much needed clari~
fication, Bernays and other critics were compelled to interpret
the katharsis of tragedy as an emotional relief.49
Tra.geo.ydoes more, howev er-,than offer an outlet for
the emotions of pity anCL fear; through its purification and
clarification of these passions it provides a certain aesthetic
delight.. Examination of Hilton's preface reveals that in
accepting a pathological interpretation of katharsis, which
he probably encountered in Ita.lian crit icism, he 'VIasa.Lmo sf
t't'JOcenturie 8 ahead.of his time • Although 11.ilton advanced the
theory of the homeopathic effect of trB,geo.y,he, like Aristotle,
recognized its aesthetic effect. The term katharsis as used in
this paper, therefore, refers to the twofold function of tragedy--
to bring relief from pity and fear and t o afford delight through
the purifying and clarifying of these emotions.
A perfect tragedy should be arranged on the con~)lex
plan, as SaInson ~_ggni8tes is, and should imitate actions wh Lch
arouse pity and fear. By exciting the emotions of :9ity and
fear, tragedy affords relief from these emotionse Tragedy
it
cures emotion by means of a sim:1.1aremotion and/defines and
purifies passions through the medium of art. Aristotle in8i8-
ted on the close relation between pity and fear. The union of
49Ibid., 248-50, 251-2.
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the two results in the desired katharsis. The spectator
Ni.th
lctentifies himself with the hero and/mankind in general and
he
through acceptance of the hero i s suffering/forgets his own
petty gr-LevanceS i--the impure element of pity and fear e Milt on,
like Aristotle, adopted this theory of the effect of tr-agedy,
The events best inspire fear or pity when they come upon the
I
I
I
1/
I
(
(
audience by surprise and follow as cause and effecte It is
the change of fortune for the central character which 1s
capable of arousing these emotions. In order to arouse the
emotions of pity and fear, the chang e of fortune must not be
a virtuous man I s change from good to bad, nor 8_ scoundrel! s
change from good to bad.. The downfall of a complete villain
would satisfy onels moral sense but would not inspire pity
or fear. Unmerited misfortune causes pity, and the misfortune
of a man like ourselves, fear; therefore, the central character
of a tragedy shoul.d be a wan, not notably good and just, whose
(
\
r
misfortune is the result of some error or frailty rather than
vice or depravity$ Fear is the sympathy we hold for a hero
who se character resembles our own , Our sympathy with a hero
like ourselves creates a mood in which we realize t.hat we also
might suffer in a like fashion. The drama is more effective
if the man is highly renowned and prosperous.,
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EXclrining :!I:i.l ton 18 S~JillfJOnAgo_n,iEltes, one (Uscovers
t.nat the change of f or tune involves a man like ourselves, a
mari vpo s ae s aLng 8.11 the 1"reakt18SS8S of an or-d i nar-y man, Samson
had been a man widely renowed and feared by all the foes of
the Israelltes; however, because of his deep passion for his
wife Dalila, Samson, after resistinG her 91eas three times,
eventually SUccuElbed to her errt.r-ea t res arid reve""led the secret
of h:LS tremendous 8 trength. It i [0; (11).e to such 2. f'r-ai.L ty t.nat
Se.Elson fincls himself in 811Ch8. deplorable s t.at e in the opening
0,'" ·tJ 1 l' ~. 'h' • 1 nt 4J'''~ ~,'~t bo "- bv hL Cl" .1 l.e p_ay; ~~elEi enCLUrJ.ng ~_l8 -')UrnslTCle. G r. 1. UUS'.L aUG .J L u
own lEwk of v.Jill·-povTer and Ett the same time is suffering rn the
ImoirTled.ge that he ha s brought (1i811.ono1'to God. arid c;lory to
Dagon through his captivity. The change from good to bad
fortune consists in Samson's releDse from captivity through
c1e2:,th by his ovrn riarid G.t the same moment t.ha t rilanoa is 8.rrctn:£ing
for his 80n 18 r81e8.88. The tr2,6'edy lies in the f2.Ct that just
IO'.S Sarlson has elise.overeCL the 8p1ri t of (i·od.,?:;:'OUS8S in himself
EI.gc:dn, he is led by that (Livine spirit to destro:T 1:'limself 2,10ng
with his enemies. Stlll, tbrough his suicide Samson brings
great glory to himself, for he has vindic8tecl. God by destroying
the ~)eo:o18 who have dishonored Him.
Although trELgedy should arouse l)i ty Emu fear, these
erno t.Lone should spring from the inner structure of the -:;>lot
rather than from spectacular oeans;'just hearing the story
"'"I
(
f
I
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should E::'I"JUSesuch emotions e In this respect, SEunson jl..gonistes
fulfills Aristotle's definition of tragedy; for, although it
was never intended for the stage, it arouses the emotions of
pity and fear in the reader--3_)ity because Samson must ::;;aywith
his life for his recovered faith in God, and fear because Samson
is a fallible individual lilze ourselves who suffered intense
torture for his disobedience to GOd.50 Thus through pity and
fear SalIJ..§..Q.ll_.J.:\...R9..p._is_te...§.effect 8 the proper purgation of these
J
I
f
I
I
emotions; this purgation is termed. the katharsis. In his p1"e-
face, revealing JlhovJcompletely Aristotelian II he is and "now
he reverences the correct icieEt of a tragedy, 11.51 Hilton
50llNor is it true that SE~;Jf:lOni8 not tragic, that
it ends too happily. Hanford has disposed of' this accusation
very successfully" Referring to the last Chorus he \rn"ites:
I The nr-onounc emerr; HAll i.s best II is of scarcely
more avail thEI_ntile ident ical formula whi.cn brings
GreeJ.:. ~)12cYi3 to the ir conc Lus i.on Fnd frnlfl ~l[-.L1C':~1t"~).l2·
is derived. The consolation \fuich is offered of
II~Jhat CELnquiet us in a death so noble II is not enough.
Samson should have gone on from one glad. triumph to
another an d emer-ged uns c.at he d , I J e H~ Hanf'o.r-d, "Sam[.:;on
Agoniste 8, II Univers i ty of J>lichip;fJn Publicat :tons
(Langua.ge_and Literature), 1, 182-3.
This is true. There is a sense of waste in the play which
arouses the tragic feelings, though it would certainly be
grec:.ter if we could feel more enthusiasm for Sf,_msonIS
tedious butcheries and if his blindness did not make
death ~ merciful release~1I Tillyard, OD. cit., 333.
51Tillyard, OPe cit., 329.
!
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accepts the pa t.ho'LogLca L interpretation of the term katbarsis ..
On the title page of the first edition of Salilson
AgonisteQ, Hilton printed as a Elotto Aristotle's defi-
nition of tr.stgecly-_I the imitat ion of a serious action,
et c , , effecting tnr-ougn pity and fear a ~)urH'lco,tion of
such emotions e I In his introductory note he cLiscusses
the crux of this definition, the old question as to wnat
is meant by the catharsis of the emotions, and gives an
inter-oretat ion which has commended it self to moc1ern
cr:i.ticse Tragedy converts the emotions to Vihich we
ar-e subject froEl eo source of pain to 8. source of pleasure
by artistically eniliodying them in a dramatic fiction.
The pity and fear stirred up in us in the theater are
a homeopathic dose, purging the mind. of its unwhoLe some
private passions e '1'11i8idea an d purpose are prominently
in Milto~ls consciousness as he writes the poem. He
makes Berrison describe h r.s own inner agony in terms which
strongly suggest the medical figure used in the intro-
duct aon , and he has the chorus incticate at the close the
calming and ennobling effect which the witnessing of, this
great event has had on the minds of the spectators.52
Since Hilton applied. Aristotle IS iclea of purgation
not only to th£ audience but alsO to himself, he made the
trc.l.gedy an out1et for his own emot ions e In so do ing, he
ad.d.ed.a third emot ion, revenge, to the two required by
Aristotle for a successful tragedy. Knowing the emotions
experienced by Hilton during the Restoration, the reader is
left \'I[ith an inner satisf,s,ction at the close of the tragedy 8.8
Hilton pours forth all his own desire for vengeance into the
hero of his drama. As the mighty Samson vlreaks his vengeance
on the PhilisJG ines) one can 21rnost he ar him repeating the
glorious words of the sonnet "On the late Massacher in Piemont."
52parker, ODe cit., 280-1.
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Avenge 0 Lord. thy slaughter1d SE.~int8, whoee bones
Lie scatter1d on the Alpine mountains cold,
Ev1n them who kept thy truth so pure of old_
v!hen all our Fathers 'lrJorshlp I t Stocks and Stone s ,
Forget not: in thy book record their groanes
Wl':Lowere thy Sheep and in their 8.ntient Fold
Slayn by the bloody Piemontese that roll'd
Mother i'lith Infant down the Hocks. Their moans
The Vales redoubl1d to the HillS, and they
To Heav t n , Their martyr'd blood and ashes sow
Olre all th' Italian fields where still doth sway
The triple Tyrant: tnat from these may gr-ow
A hunder1d-fold, wno having learl).;1<thy way
Early may fly the Babylonian woejj
"vHth ELll the tremendous stren )th exhibited by Samson j_n the
(1estruetion of the temple, Hilton (1reamed of avenging him-
self against the partisans of the Restoration; thus, revenge
becomes the third emotion in Samson Agonistesw
53Patterson, OD. cit., 35.
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CRAPT'ER VII
ARISTOTLE'S RULES FOR THE POET
In his Poetics Aristotle lists several rules to guicle
the author l . . to compose 8" good tragecly; it r-emad.nsc.e s a.r-arig
to be seen how closely 1viilton adher-ed to these ~Jrinciples
in wr:H ing his SaT180n Agonistes 6 F'lrst of all, the poet
should place the scene before his own eyes. There is no
cloubt in the mine} of the reader concerning the scene of
lUlton 18 dr2.ma; 1n his first 8~)eech Samson sets the scene and
gives the at mosoher-e of the play. 'I'he only scene, outside the
:?rison at Gc.z,a, is 12.id before the eyes of the audience through
the lines uttered by the actors. The setting is extremely
simple, but Hilton is careful to describe the na't ur-a'L sur-
roundings"
Since in the most suc ceesf'uL tragedies the author is
sympathetic with his characters, he should work out the play
with ap9ropriate gestures. Because Samson Agonistes was not
intended for stage production, it "Has unnecessary for Milton
to work out the gestures. Nor are planned actions required
to lndicate Milton I s sympathy 'irJith his hero, for he literally
and imaginatively 'VIas Samsone One of the reasons for the
aut.nor-t s cho ice of the Samson B tory for his drama 1"18.8 his
complete emotional identity with the central ch racter. In
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aLL I1teratt'l.reone could not dlscover a ohar-act er- dr-awn
\tTithmore dep't.h and sympathetic und er-s't and.Ing than the heroic
Samson was portrayed by Milton~
'The third rule for vvriters of tragedy is to sketch
the general outline of the story, fill in with episodes, and
amplify in detaile Milton began with the B~blical story as
found in Jud.ges xiii-xvi; then he confinecl the ac t i on of his
tra,gedy to the last few verses of the story, the last day of
Samsonls lifee He filled in with five episodes and intro-
duced the other che.racters--lJIEnoa,Dali18" Har-apria, the
Officer, arid the lVIessenger. Hilton1s car-e in the complication
and d~nouement of his tragedy and his use of the most impor-
tant poetic elements, two other rules laid down by Aristotle,
have already been discussed at lengthe
The fourth rule for the poet to observe is to avoid
the multiple plots of em epic. If rJliltonhad attempted to
~1!ritea dramE3.presenting the action of Samsonls entire life,
the result wo uLd have been a series of plots; however, since
he confined the action to the last event of Samson's earthly
exis'tence, the plot has a single issue ..
Last of all the poet should use the chorus as one of
the actors, and it should share in the action. Milton intro-
duced his chorus as 8. group of Samson I s friends who gave the
baCkground through their relation of Samson's past life,
commented on the present action, and interpreted the emotions
of the characters.
CONCLUSIONS
An attempt to fit 1JIilton68 pc.mson Agonistes into the
mold cast by Aristotle when he wrote his criteria for good
trc\gedy hE\8 revealed that the dramE:.adheres to the formula
in I:1EI.nyrespects wh i.Le it departs from it in others. Although
he wes inspired by great literary and historical writings and
by r-enowned aut.hors, particularly classical writers, John
mer-e Ly
Hilton was /not an imitator e BeCEn.ISe we discover from his
preface that Milton respected and acce~ted as examples such
precursors as Aristotle, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripid.es,
we are not justified in concluding that he confined himself
to their patterns, sacriflcing his own creative ability.
}ililtonidentified himself 1,lith Aristotle through
acceptance of his conception of the nature of tragedy; both
believed in its gravity, moral purpose, and intention to
delight • Although the se reasons 'were sufficient for the
existence of tragedy, Aristotle and Milton after him bestowed
on tragedy an additional power--the ability to relieve, through
its imitation of pity, fear, or terror, the emotions of the
aud i ence , Thus, tragedy had as a secondary aim to purge the
mind and heart of passion. Here Milton exceeded Aristotle,
at least when he composed Sa_mson Agonistes, for he a.deled
another passion, that of revenge, and applied the purification
process to himself, using the tragedy to assuage his own
emotions. Since perfect tragedy reflects the emotional
discernment of the author, this variance from his model, no
doubt, contribute 8 to the success of Milton is tragedy. The
members of the D.udience ar-e delighted. by the r eLe as e from
their own Lnn er- turmoil and are doub'Ly satisfied by the
author IS pur-ga t Lon ,
IVhen he selected 8. subject for his literary composi-
t Lo n , Hilton complied with Aristotle I 8 precepts and chose a
plot involving an action which was serious, great, and complete.
'Jlhe pcwer-t'uL action of Sa.rJ1§onAg.onistescertainly compares
fclvorc;tbly with the plot s of the C;·reek tragedie s cit ed as
i(1eal examples by Aristotle in his Poetics. Although the
plot is suitable for an imitation of Greek tragedy, the action
does not take precedence over the chare.cter, but by means
of the plot, the characters grow to the height of the action.
In Nil ton 18 hands Samson is molded into 2. giga.nt 1c figure,
like Satan, equal to the tremendous action he must perform;
certainly the Biblical story is intensified and assumes new
significance for the reader who is farnilier with S8.ffisonAgonistes.
Such a dramatic action d.emands the talents of a John Hilton
to give it force, and a character like Samson requires the
breath of a Hilton to give him life. GUided, but not limited,
by "ant ient rule, II John Mil ton hELSfashioned the old Hebrew
story into 8. Greek tragedy which no less a critic than Arts-
totle rm.ght nav e cited a s "best exs.mpLe .. "
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